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ABSTRACT

Argumentative writing is regarded as an essential form of written discourse in Malaysia, specifically in Malaysian University English Test (MUET). 
Accordingly, there are numerous studies on argumentative essays which demonstrate the increased interest in linguistic features. Conversely, limited 
studies have been conducted on the written discourse of the MUET argumentative essay at pre-university level. For this purpose, using a compiled 
representative learner corpus, a preliminary study is conducted to investigate the linguistic features; lexical verbs used in Band 5 and Band 3 argumentative 
essays produced by students of a pre-university college in Malaysia. Subsequently, the lexical verbs utilized in the respective essays were compared. 
As a descriptive analysis and corpus-based study, the use of lexical verb forms was examined via a computer-assisted corpus analysis, reflecting the 
learners’ knowledge of applying this linguistic constituent into their written essays. Albeit, this analysis revealed that both Band 5 and Band 3 essays 
employed four types of lexical verbs, namely past tense (VVD), -“ing” form (VVG), past participle (VVN) and –s form (VVZ), it was apparent that 
the lexical verb form of past tense (VVD) was underused by both groups (11 and 20 occurrences respectively). Surprisingly, both groups had avoided 
the base form of lexical verb (VVO) in their essays. Thus, the findings of this study might render some pedagogical implications for both teachers 
and learners, especially in writing argumentative essays, and ideas for future research.

Keywords: Lexical Verbs, Malaysian University English Test, Argumentative Essay, Part-of-speech Tagging, Computer-assisted Corpus Analysis 
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most significant current discussions in the area of 
second language acquisition is learner corpus. Corpus is denoted 
as a body of written or spoken text which is naturally produced and 
compiled by using computer and directly provides an empirical 
evidence of the language structures and its use (Biber et al., 1998; 
Leech, 1998). According to Kennedy (1998) a learner corpus is 
defined as computerized textual database produced authentically 
by foreign language learners. It is believed that learner corpus can 
be an effective tool to investigate language learning processes and 
to improve the present language learning strategies since it serves 
as a basis for linguistic analysis and description (Zeba and Asim, 
2014; Manvender and Sarimah, 2011). To access and evaluate the 

linguistic forms in learners’ language, a corpus-based analysis is 
needed and the present study is aimed to analyse the use of lexical 
verb forms found in a compiled representative learner corpus of 
Malaysian University English Test (MUET) argumentative essays 
written by pre-university students.

Hyland and Milton (1997) have argued that most non-native 
writers are unable to use lexical verbs in the argumentative essays 
as it involves critical lexical, tense and voice choices. This is due 
to the fact that lexical verbs are used to communicate the writers’ 
stance towards statements and audience. In addition, Salazar and 
Verdaguer (2009) add that these verbs are employed by native 
speakers to express modality or in other words to express their 
voice and attitude towards issues raised. Expressing modality is 
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one of the criteria needed to write argumentative essays as the 
readers are required to be convinced by the writers’ ideas and 
justifications. In contrast, Guo (2006) has found out that non-
native learners prefer to choose verbs for the writing purpose 
compared to native speakers who prefer to choose nouns. He has 
also revealed that the non-native learners overuse the base form 
of lexical verbs as it is influenced by the learners’ first language 
and underuse other forms of lexical verbs, VVD, VVN, VVG 
and VVZ (Table 1).

In another study, Abdullah and Noor (2013) have investigated the 
use of lexical verbs and verb-noun collocations between native 
speakers and non-native speakers in two learner corpora; Louvain 
Corpus of Native English Essays and Written English Corpus of 
Malay ESL learners. The study reveals that both learners have 
utilized a common verb form of lexical verb and verb-noun 
collocation that is verb infinitive (VVI) in their argumentative 
essays. Interestingly, Malay learners are found to overuse past 
tense (VVD) whereas the native learners underuse past participle 
(VVN). Albeit, this study has highlighted the significant 
contribution of how lexical verbs and verb-noun collocation 
are used among Malay students at tertiary level who scored a 
distinction in English or known as competent writers,yet it only 
gives the opportunity to study how competent writers in Malaysian 
setting use the linguistic features.

According to recent statistic, Malaysian students who sit for 
Malaysian University English Test (hereafter MUET), only 
scored Band 2 and Band 3 (80%) in their writing component. 
Thus, there is a need to tackle this issue as MUET is compatible 
to IELTS and it is the nation’s aspiration to produce competent 
user of English in order to achieve a developed country. It can be 
deduced that, most of the studies have attracted much attention 
to analyse linguistic features by employing contrastive analysis 
which involves comparing native speakers’ learner corpora to 
non- native learner corpora and errors commited by the students at 
primary, secondary and tertiary level, yet the study on the language 
use by pre-university students, in Malaysia, who are the majority 
to be enrolled in public universities is still lacking. Pre-university 
students’ writing skills are essential as it is one of the components 
tested in MUET and contributes as the second highest weighting 
(30%). In MUET writing, the students are expected to write one 
focused report writing and an argumentative essay. Besides, 
researches based on MUET, especially writing are still insufficient. 
Therefore, the present study aims to provide an empirical evidence 
on the use of lexical verbs by competent writers (Band 5) and 
modest writers (Band 3) in a compiled learner corpus contributed 
by pre-university students.

2. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

This study is aimed to answer the following research questions:
1. What are the types of lexical verbs used in the compiled Band 

5 and Band 3 argumentative essays by the pre-university 
students?

2. What are the frequencies of lexical verbs used in the compiled 
Band 5 and Band 3 argumentative essays by the pre-university 
students?

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1. Participants
To fit the objectives of this study, students from a pre-university 
institution located in Kedah were selected. Pre-university students 
would sit for MUET in November every year prior to tertiary 
education as MUET is a mandatory requirement for university 
intake. The participants were homogeneous as all of them were 
18 years old at the time of data collection.

3.2. Corpus
To determine the linguistic features (lexical verbs) of written texts of 
the MUET academic writing, a genre-specific corpus was compiled 
using total of twelve argumentative essays of pre-university students. 
The MUET past year question was used for the purpose of the study 
and the essays were rated by two raters who had the experience of 
teaching and marking for more than 10 years. The twelve texts in 
the corpus were selected by using a purposive sampling method to 
fit the objectives of the study. All the texts, argumentative essays 
(coded as AE), were coded individually, according to Band 5 and 
Band 3 (six texts respectively) and the number of words (Table 2). 
These raw texts were saved as word documents.

3.3. Method
Computer-assisted corpus analysis, for short (CACA) is an 
approach using a genre-specific corpus compiled from written 
texts (Habibi et al., 2015; Manvender, 2014). The compiled corpus 
is then computer-tagged and various concordance software is 
employed to facilitate the analysis. Apart from saving time and 
cost, CACA is employed in this study because it is the easiest way 
to evaluate the learners’ writing ability in language classrooms 
(Manvender et al., 2012). Initially, for the present analysis, 
the compiled raw corpus which was developed using twelve 
argumentative essays were saved as plain texts.

Table 1: List of coding
Codes CLAWS7 tagger
VV0 base form of lexical verb (e.g., give, work)
VVD past tense of lexical verb (e.g., gave, worked)
VVG -ing participle of lexical verb (e.g., giving, working)
VVN past participle of lexical verb (e.g., given, worked)
VVZ -s form of lexical verb (e.g., gives, works)

Table 2: Argumentative essay coding and number of 
words
Band 5 essays Number of words
5AE1 886
5AE2 763
5AE3 553
5AE4 779
5AE5 721
5AE6 570
Band 3 essays Number of words
3AE1 509
3AE2 776
3AE3 477
3AE4 534
3AE5 348
3AE6 451
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Subsequently, using the latest online trial version of the tagging 
software the constituent likelihood automatic word-tagging system 
(CLAWS) tagger (the CLAWS7 tagset), the saved texts were tagged 
for part-of-speech (POS). The CLAWS tagger was developed by 
the UCREL at the University of Lancaster in the early of 1980s and 
has since been continuously improved. The tagger has consistently 
achieved 96-97% accuracy and having an error rate of only 1.5%. 
The POS tagging was supported by a list of coding for CLAWS7 
tagger. Nevertheless, for the purpose of the study only lexical verbs 
are used and the list of coding is represented in Table 1.

For this study, the corpus was tagged horizontally as the nature of it 
is to give a general descriptive view of the linguistic constituents of 
the individual text as well as facilitate the frequency computation 
using concordance software. Therefore, the horizontally tagged 
version of the corpus was coded individually (coded as 5AE1Tg) 
and loaded for the frequency analysis (Table 3). A concordance 
tool (AntConc3.4.3w) was then used to compute the frequencies 
of the related linguistic constitutions (lexical verbs) which is 
available free of charge and can be downloaded from the internet.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The concordance tool was used to compute the frequency of lexical 
verbs in the respective tagged corpus. The frequency analysis of 
lexical verbs were shown in Tables 4 and 5 based on the bands. 
The total number of lexical verbs used were calculated manually 
as the software was unable to do so.

4.1. Lexical Verbs in Band 5 Argumentative Essays
Table 4 illustrates the frequency of lexical verbs and examples 
of use in the tagged corpus of Band 5 essays. The total number 

of lexical verbs used in the tagged essays is 219. As highlighted 
in the Table 3, the most recurring POS is the “s” form of lexical 
verbs (VVZ) or also known as third person singular form with 
87 occurrences altogether followed by –ing participle VVG. 
The abundant use VVZ seems to point to the native speaker’s 
proficiency in using the present tense to talk about literary works, 
authors and characters (Guo, 2006). Furthermore, lexical verbs 
are utilized to express their attitude and in this context the writers 
choose VVZ and VVG so that their voice could be heard by the 
readers. This is probably due to the nature of the argumentative 
essays as it requires them to provide opinions based on the issues 
raised. Moreover, the analysis also shows that the students have 
avoided the use of the base form of lexical verb, which is coded as 
VV0 and utilized least number of past tense of lexical verbs (VVD) 
with only 11 occurrences. Particularly, the tagged sub-corpus 
coded as 5AE6 has portrayed zero use of both VV0 and VVD form. 
Generally, past participle (VVN) is used by the students in their 
essays with 49 occurrences, however the four sub-corpus (5AE1, 
5AE3, 5AE4 and 5AE6) have utilized the verb in a limited way 
as the occurrences are in between 3 and 10.

4.2. Lexical Verbs in Band 3 Argumentative Essays
Table 5 denotes the frequency of lexical verbs and examples of use 
in the tagged corpus of Band 3 essays. Compared to the number 
of lexical verbs exists in Band 5 essays, Band 3 essays only hit 
116. This displays that Band 3 writers are not less likely to express 
their opinions to convince the readers. Evidently, the frequency 
analysis shows that the most frequently used POS is past participle 
(VVN) with 38 occurrences altogether and sub-corpus coded as 
3AE2 recorded the highest frequency with 21 occurrences. This 
contradicts with Abdullah and Noor’s (2013) findings that non-
native learners underuse VVN in their essays compared to native 
learners. Nevertheless, 3AE3 has avoided from using this POS in 
the essay. Even though, there are some avoidance identified in the 
use of past tense (VVD) in the respective sub-corpus, 3AE1, 3AE3 
and 3AE6, the findings reveal that Band 3 writers have overused 
the verb form compared to Band 5. Similar to Band 5 written 
essays, the use of the base form of lexical verb, which is coded 
as VV0, has been avoided. The findings of the research rejects 
Guo’s (2006) findings that non native learners overuse the base 
form of lexical verbs. Nevertheless, the researcher agrees with his 
assumption that the native language of the learners could possibly 
influence the lexical verbs choice. In this context, the students 
are influenced by the national language, Bahasa Malaysia, as it 
is an inflected language. The analysis also reveals that the “ing” 
form of the participle tense of lexical verbs (VVG) are used in a 

Table 3: A horizontally tagged text from 5AE1Tg
There_EX are_VBR no_AT secrets_NN2 to_II success_NN1 ._.
It_PPH 1 is_VBZ the_AT result_NN1 of_IO preparation_NN1 ,_, 
hard_JJ work_NN1
and_CC learning_VVG from_II failure-Colin_NP1 Powell_NP1
Success_NN1 is_VBZ deservingly_RR rewarded_VVN to_II those_
DD2 who_PNQS
work_VV0 hard_RR ,_, perspire_NN1 and_CC keep_VV0 trying_
VVG ._.
Of_IO the_AT many_DA2 people_NN that_CST graced_VVD 
their_APPGE
presence_NN1 on_II the_AT face_NN1 of_IO the_AT earth_NN1 
all_DB shared_VVD

Table 4: Frequency of lexical verbs and examples in Band 5 essays
Corpus Codes Total

VV0 VVD VVG VVN VVZ
Band 5

5AE1 - 1 16 9 11 37
5AE2 - 3 9 12 15 39
5AE3 - 3 6 5 15 29
5AE4 - 1 22 8 14 45
5AE5 - 3 14 12 14 43
5AE6 - - 5 3 18 26

Total - 11 72 49 87 219
Examples - Saw, provided, 

shouldered, brought
Summing, sending, controlling Provided, leveled, 

determined
Contributes, possesses, develops, 

realizes, lies
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limited way as the frequency is recorded below 10 occurrences. 
Unexpectedly, the findings also has shown that 2 sub-corpus, 3AE3 
and 3AE5 have only used the least number of lexical words, the 
first has used only VVZ in the essay with 4 occurrences whereas 
the latter has used two, VVD and VVG.

5. CONCLUSION

The major concern of this study was to analyse the linguistics 
constituent; the LEXICAL VERBS by using a corpus-based 
analysis. As stated earlier, 12 texts were compiled to form a 
representative corpus in relation to MUET band to achieve the 
objectives. Practically, both Band 5 and Band 3 essays used 
a variety of lexical verb forms in their argumentative essays. 
There were four types of lexical verbs commonly used in the 
both Band 5 and Band 3 written essays, which were past tense 
(VVD), -:ing: Form (VVG), past participle (VVN) and –s form 
(VVZ). Surprisingly, the most apparent conclusion was both Band 
5 and Band 3 essay writers had avoided the base form (VVO) in 
their argumentative essays. Contrary to the avoidance of base 
form, Band 3 writers findings also showed limited response in 
employing –“ing” form (VVG) and –s form (VVZ) in the essays. 
Moreover, the findings of this study also implied that both Band 
5 and Band 3 essays underused past tense (VVD) and rejected 
Abdullah and Noor’s (2013) findings.

This study has a few significant pedagogical implications for the 
teachers and students both in theoretical and practical aspects. 
Albeit, the lexical verbs are analysed descriptively, the lexical 
verbs identified in Band 5 essays could be employed to improve 
the Band 3 essays. This can offer a better guideline for teachers, 
especially pre-university colleges in producing competent students 
who are being able to communicate effectively as argumentative 
writing is essential at tertiary level as well as work place. 
Furthermore, it can also provide a room for the teachers as well 
as the learners to understand their weaknesses and strengths of 
writing an argumentative essay and find ways to improvise their 
written product with an effective intervene.

In the same vein, CACA which was employed in the present 
analysis to evaluate the students’ writing could probably be used 
as a 21st century teaching and learning tool for both teachers and 
learners. CACA can provide vast opportunity for the teachers to 
comprehend the linguistic constituents used by the learners in their 
essays and not forgetting the learners, where they can take charge 
of their own learning, particularly in improving their writing skills.

The findings have shed some useful insights into the use of lexical 
verb forms by pre-university students in their argumentative 
essays. The analysis has highlighted the significant difference 
between Band 5 and Band 3 writers. Nevertheless, it had been 
focused only on a small sample of a learner corpus that had been 
compiled especially for this analysis. Therefore, the findings 
probably were not suitable for generalization on a larger corpus. 
Future researches can be conducted with more learners and with 
larger corpus as it would benefit the teachers and students. In 
addition, studies on distributional patterns of lexical verbs as well 
as error analysis of lexical verbs in the MUET essays in relation 
to bands can be carried out in the future.
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